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Systems where all energy eigenstates are localized are known to display an emergent local inte-
grability, in the sense that one can construct an extensive number of operators that commute with
the Hamiltonian and are localized in real space. Here we show that emergent local integrability does
not require a complete set of localized eigenstates. Given a set of localized eigenstates comprising a
nonzero fraction (1− f) of the full many body spectrum, one can construct an extensive number of
integrals of motion which are local in the sense that they have nonzero weight in a compact region of
real space, in the thermodynamic limit. However, these modified integrals of motion have a ‘global
dressing’ whose weight vanishes as ∼ f as f → 0. In this sense, the existence of a non-zero fraction
of localized eigenstates is sufficient for emergent local integrability. We discuss the implications of
our findings for systems where the spectrum contains delocalized states, for systems with projected
Hilbert spaces, and for the robustness of quantum integrability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamical behavior of quantum many body sys-
tems is a great open frontier for theoretical physics [1–3],
which is becoming of greater importance with advances
in our ability to synthesize, control and measure quantum
many body dynamics in the laboratory [4–8]. Integrable
systems [9–13], for which the dynamics can be calculated
exactly, represent a powerful tool. However, it remains
unclear how robust integrability in quantum systems is to
arbitrary weak perturbations - despite decades of effort,
there is no quantum analog of the Kolmogorov-Arnold-
Moser (KAM) theorem of classical mechanics [14–17].
Very recently a new paradigm has emerged in our under-
standing of quantum dynamics with the advent of many
body localization (MBL) [18–27].
MBL is a non-equilibrium phenomenon wherein quan-
tum many body systems with strong randomness can dis-
play ergodicity breaking, failing to reach thermal equilib-
rium even at infinite times. Many body localized systems
are a cornucopia of exotic physics, exhibiting quantum
orders that cannot exist in thermal equilibrium[28–33],
and supporting an unusual phenomenology including a
strictly vanishing DC conductivity even non-zero energy
densities [21, 22], a non-local response to local perturba-
tions [34], unusual scaling of response functions [35], and
a rich structure to the pattern of quantum entanglement
[36, 37]. Intriguingly, MBL also provides glimmers of
hope for a quantum KAM theorem, through the notion
of emergent integrability [26, 38–40].
Emergent integrability holds that in systems where all
the many-body eigenstates are localized (sometimes re-
ferred to as full-MBL or FMBL), one can construct an
extensive number of operators (variously known as local-
ized bits, lbits, local integrals of motion or LIOMs) which
commute with the Hamiltonian and which are localized
in real space, in the sense that the weight of the opera-
tor falls off exponentially with distance R from a given
point in real space. Perturbing the Hamiltonian changes
the detailed structure of these LIOMs, but not the ex-
istence of an extensive number of LIOMs, such that the
‘emergent integrability’ of the system is robust against
arbitrary local perturbations. This concept of emergent
integrability has rapidly become central to our under-
standing of MBL. However, the notion of emergent inte-
grability is currently restricted to the FMBL regime, a
restriction that must be relaxed if the notion is to impact
our broader understanding of quantum dynamics.
In this work we extend the notion of emergent integra-
bility beyond the FMBL regime. The central problem we
discuss is whether a notion of emergent integrability can
be defined given a set of localized eigenstates that does
not form a complete basis for the Hilbert space (i.e. a
proper subset of the full set of energy eigenstates). We
find that if the fraction of the Hilbert space not spanned
by the set of localized states vanishes in the thermody-
namic limit (i.e. the number of ‘missing’ states grows
more slowly than dN , where N is the number of degrees
of freedom and d is the dimension of the local Hilbert
space), then an extensive number of LIOMs can be de-
fined. When the fraction of Hilbert space f not spanned
by the set of localized states is non-zero in the thermody-
namic limit, then one can construct an extensive number
of quasi local integrals of motion, which commute with
the Hamiltonian and are localized in the sense that they
have nonzero weight in a compact region of real space, as
we take the thermodynamic limit on the size of the sys-
tem. However, these modified lbits have a ‘global dress-
ing’ whose total weight vanishes as ∼ f as f → 0.
There is an obvious analogy here to Fermi liquid the-
ory and the non-zero quasiparticle residue, in that the
existence of a non-zero fraction of localized eigenstates
is sufficient for emergent integrability, but with quasi-
local integrals of motion that have non-zero ‘residue’ (i.e.
weight in a compact region of space). We further note
that while localization of eigenstates and localization of
dynamics are in principle independent concepts [41–43],
the existence of quasi-LIOMs is sufficient for localized
dynamics, since at least some memory of the initial con-
dition will be preserved in local observables for all times,
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2which we view as the ‘fundamental’ definition of a local-
ized phase [27].
While the problem tackled by our work is self con-
tained, our results also have implications for a number
of other interesting problems. One example is systems
where the many body spectrum contains regions of lo-
calized and delocalized states, separated by many body
mobility edges. Many body mobility edges are almost
universally found in perturbative and numerical studies
at intermediate disorder strength. It is not clear how the
picture of emergent integrability, so central to our un-
derstanding of FMBL, applies to systems with mobility
edges. Our method of removing (delocalized) states from
the Hilbert space is a way to attack the problem of mo-
bility edges from a different angle. Other applications of
our work include systems where we are interested only
in states in a certain energy window (e.g. a low energy
subspace), and gauge theories, where gauge constraints
project out certain states.
Finally, our work calls into question the strength of
recent no go theorems [44, 45] arguing for the incompat-
ibility of MBL with certain types of ordering, or with
non-Abelian symmetries. These works rely on estab-
lishing the incompatibility of strictly local integrals of
motion with e.g. non-Abelian symmetries, and do not
address the possibility of weaker forms of emergent inte-
grability, such as those discussed in this work. It would
be interesting to revisit these no-go theorems in light of
the present work, to ask whether non-Abelian symme-
tries or FMBL-incompatible orders could be compatible
with weaker forms of MBL with quasi local integrals of
motion.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec II we describe the model we study and how we
project into an incomplete set of eigenstates. We pro-
vide some justification as to why such a system may be
described with local integrals of motion. In Sec.III we
present numerical results using a method adapted from
Ref.[46] to construct extensively many local integrals of
motion from a localized proper subset of the energy spec-
trum. We discuss the implications of our work further
in Sec.IV. AppendixA contains additional data showing
that our results do not depend on which incomplete set
of eigenstates is chosen, while in Appendix B we address
the recent claims of Ref. 47, which call into question the
existence of mobility edges in the thermodynamic limit,
notwithstanding the numerous perturbative and numer-
ical investigations that appear to see this phenomenon.
Additional numerical data is presented in Appendix C.
II. MODEL AND MOTIVATION
The model we investigate numerically is the spin half
Heisenberg spin chain with random uniaxial field
H =
N∑
i=1
Si · Si+1 + hiSzi (1)
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FIG. 1. Entanglement growth as a function of time for the
projected problem. The initial condition is obtained by start-
ing from an unentangled product state and projecting out an
energy window containing a fraction f of the eigenstates, and
the time evolution is with respect to an effective Hamiltonian
obtained by performing the same projection on (1). Note that
the projection increases the entanglement of the initial con-
dition and turns the Hamiltonian into a non-local operator,
the time evolution remains logarithmic, suggesting a residual
local integrability. Results obtained by exact diagonalization
on a system of N = 14 spins at h = 4, with 40 disorder
realizations.
where hi is taken from a bounded uniform distribution
[−h, h]. We employ periodic boundary conditions. This
model is known to have a localization transition at a crit-
ical h which depends on energy density. We note that
finding local integrals of motion is more numerically ex-
pensive than calculating eigenstates, so we are limited to
systems with a maximum of N = 14 spins. For this sys-
tem size, all eigenstates are localized for hc ≥ 3.5 [24].
We will be projecting out a fraction f of the Hilbert space
which contains an incomplete set of eigenstates. This
projection is accomplished with the operator P ≡ V V †,
where V a matrix with (1− f)D columns, D = 2N being
the dimension of the Hilbert space.
The system with states projected out is governed by
an effective Hamiltonian that is non-local, but (as we
will show) retains an emergent local integrability. In the
main text we project out states at one end of the spec-
trum (the ‘top states’). Qualitatively similar results, but
with more severe finite size effects, are obtained when the
states projected out are in the middle of the many body
spectrum (see Appendix A).
In the FMBL phase entanglement grows logarithmi-
cally with time [36]- a numerical observation that was a
valuable clue to the emergent integrability of the FMBL
phase, since such logarithmic growth naturally arises
from dephasing interactions between exponentially lo-
calized LIOMs [38, 39]. We have explored the growth
of entanglement starting from unentangled initial condi-
tions, but in a modified problem where the initial condi-
3tion and the Hamiltonian generating time evolution have
been projected onto an energy window containing a frac-
tion (1 − f) of the eigenstates (Fig.1). We find that the
projection increases the entanglement entropy of the ini-
tial state. However, the dynamics of the entanglement
entropy is unchanged, and we continue to observe a log-
arithmic growth of entanglement. Given that projection
turns the effective Hamiltonian into a non-local opera-
tor, this is a surprising result. It leads us to conjecture
that the effective (projected) Hamiltonian continues to
show an emergent local integrability i.e. that this notion
is well defined even when one only has access to a set of
localized states that is a proper subset of the full energy
spectrum.
III. CONSTRUCTING LOCAL INTEGRALS OF
MOTION
Once we project out a portion of the Hilbert space,
we can no longer construct strictly local operators. This
is easiest to see by considering the limit f → 1 when
we retain only a single eigenstate. In this limit the only
operator we can construct is the (completely nonlocal)
projector on that eigenstate. We are interested primarily
in the opposite limit f → 0; however strictly local opera-
tors are still unavailable, because a strictly local operator
must act as the identity away from a compact region of
real space, and the resolution of the identity involves all
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (some of which have
been projected out).
To make progress, we introduce the notion of a quasi-
local operator. To make this notion precise, note that
any operator O can be decomposed as
O ≡ OA +O⊥, (2)
where OA has support only on some contiguous sub-
system A containing NA sites. An operator is local if
‖O⊥‖ → 0 exponentially as NA is increased, where ‖...‖
denotes the Frobenius norm. In contrast, we define an
operator to be ‘quasi-local’ if
λ ≡ ‖O
A‖2
‖O‖2 (3)
is non-zero, as N →∞ (while keeping NA fixed), since in
this case the operator has a non-zero weight in a compact
region of real space.
It is useful to note that given a set of quasi-local op-
erators the ‘local weight’ λ can be brought closer to one
by adapting a method from Ref. [48]. In this method,
we take a set of quasi-local operators Oi where the i lie
in a region A and construct the matrix Kij ≡ 〈Oi|Oj〉.
The eigenvectors of this matrix give us a new orthogonal
set of operators, whose eigenvalues are the λ for these
operators. We then take the operator with the largest λ
as an effective quasi-local operator where the local part
has support on a region of size NA. Using larger sets of
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FIG. 2. Quasi-local operators in a projected Hilbert space,
not constrained to commute with the Hamiltonian. Figs.(a-c)
shows the local weight λ as a function of f (averaged over
position) for a sequence of system sizes N , and with NA =
1(a), 2(b), 3(c). Increasing NA brings λ closer to one, but the
‘improvement’ grows smaller as system size is increased. Figs.
(d-f) shows |λ− (1− f)| as a function of system size N with
NA = 1(d), 2(e), 3(f). When N is made large at fixed NA it
appears that λ → 1 − f . Data was taken for h = 8 (though
the results are largely independent of h) and 200 disorder
realizations.
operators increases λ, at the cost of expanding the region
where the local part has support, and also increasing the
computational cost of the algorithm.
We therefore proceed as follows: we start with set of
local operators and ‘delete’ the portion that has any ma-
trix element to a ‘projected out’ energy window contain-
ing a fraction f of the eigenstates. Fig. 2(a) shows the
λ values obtained from this procedure, projecting out a
fraction f of the states at the top of the spectrum. Signif-
icantly increased λ values are obtained by employing the
above-mentioned trick from Ref. 48 for NA > 2 [Fig. 2(b)]
and further increased for NA = 3 [Fig. 2(c)].
It can seen in Fig. 2(d-f) that λ is non-zero even as
N grows large at fixed NA (i.e. quasi-local operators
exist after projecting out a portion of the Hilbert space).
Though at large NA/N λ ∼ 1 − f , by increasing NA
we can make λ even larger at the cost of increasing the
computational cost and the size of the region where the
local part has support. Note that at present these are
simply quasi-local operators - not constants of motion.
4We now take our set of quasi-local projected operators
from the method above and turn them into integrals of
motion using the method from Ref. [46]. The centerpiece
of this method is the observation that any operator O can
be made to commute with a Hamiltonian by performing
the Heisenberg time evolution (in our case with respect
to the projected Hamiltonian) and averaging over time.
This yields an integral of motion O˜ defined as
O˜ ≡
′∑
E
|E〉〈E|O|E〉〈E|, (4)
where E is an energy eigenstate of the system, and the
prime on the sum is because we are summing over only
a fraction (1 − f) of the eigentstates. With time aver-
aging, the off diagonal matrix elements average to zero,
and only diagonal elements survive. An operator that
is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis trivially commutes
with the Hamiltonian. In this way, one can always turn
a set of (quasi)local operators into integrals of motion.
The key question is: does this time average produce a
quasi-local integral of motion, or something completely
non-local?
Fine-grained information about the structure of the
commuting operators produced by this procedure is con-
tained in the two point correlator between an operator
and its time-averaged version:
Mij ≡ 2−NTr(O˜iOj) (5)
which may be interpreted as acting on the system with
the operator Oi, then evolving in time and finally mea-
suring Oj . In the MBL phase Oj will not be affected
by the application of Oi when i and j are far apart, and
therefore we expect Mij to decay exponentially in |i− j|.
This need not be the case in the thermal phase.
We begin by evaluating Mij for integrals of motion ob-
tained as above, for the case where the number of states
removed from the many-body spectrum, Dtrunc, is con-
stant in system size N . This implies f ∼ exp(−N), since
the total Hilbert space dimension D = 2N . Fig. 3 shows
Mij for a system with 7 states removed, for NA = 1 and
several system sizes, deep in the MBL phase. The dashed
lines show the background:
background =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
i 6=j
2−NTr(OiOj), (6)
which is the two point correlator for the non-time aver-
aged operators (which does not commute with the Hamil-
tonian). For unprojected operators, this quantity would
be non-zero only when i = j, but since our operators are
quasi-local there is a global ‘background’ value which is
small and independent of |i − j| when i 6= j. What we
are looking for is an Mij which decays exponentially until
it reaches the background value, even when the sum in
Eq. (4) does not extend over all states. Such an operator
is as local as it can be, given that we are working with
an imcomplete Hilbert space. Indeed we see that Mij
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FIG. 3. Solid lines show the weight of the integral of mo-
tion O˜ as a function of distance for the case where Dtrunc
does not grow with system size N , therefore f ∼ exp(−N).
The y-axis of this plot is on a log scale, and the x-axis is
‘chord distance’ (see text), straight lines on such a plot indi-
cate exponential decay, and this is what we observe. Dashed
lines show the corresponding weight for the parent quasi-local
operator O, which does not commute with the Hamiltonian.
Data was taken for NA = 1, h = 8, Ntrunc = 7 and 200
disorder realizations. Note that Mij decays exponentially at
small distances before saturating to a constant background
(indicated by the dashed lines), but this background itself is
exponentially small in N . In the thermodynamic limit the
background disappears, such that the integral of motion O˜ is
truly an LIOM, with exponential tails out to long distances
i.e. when the number of states projected out is held constant
as we increase system size, we can construct truly localized
integrals of motion.
decays exponentially at short distances before saturating
to a constant ‘background’ at large distances, with the
background value being set by the quasi-locality of the
parent operator. The x-axis of Fig. 3 is rescaled by the
‘chord distance’, c(x) = N/pi sin(pix/N). Such a rescaling
has been found to lead to straight lines for exponentially
decaying quantities plotted on a semi-log plot for one-
dimensional systems with periodic boundary conditions.
The size of the ‘background’ in Fig. 3 decays exponen-
tially with N , [see Fig. 5(a)] such that in the thermody-
namic limit the above procedure generates true integrals
of motion, with exponential tails out to long distances.
We expect similar results whenever f → 0 in the ther-
modynamic limit, i.e. projecting out a number of many
body states that grows more slowly with system size N
than dN (where d is the local Hilbert space dimension)
should not interfere with exact emergent local integrabil-
ity.
In Fig. 4 we show the Mij obtained when the fraction
f of states projected out is held constant as the system
size is made large. The first row shows data analogous to
Fig. 3, but with f held constant as N is varied. We can
see that the weight of the integral of motion O˜ originally
decays exponentially, before saturating to a background
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FIG. 4. Mij as a function of c(|i − j|) (see text) for differ-
ent sets of operators, system sizes, and projected fractions f .
Solid lines show Mij for time averaged operators O˜ (which
commute with the Hamiltonian) and dashed lines show the
corresponding overlaps for the parent projected operators O
(which do not commute with the Hamiltonian). The columns
of Fig. 4 correspond to NA = 1 and 3.
set by the global dressing of projected (non-time aver-
aged) operators (dashed lines). This is significantly eas-
ier to see with larger NA (with NA = 1 the background is
so large as to essentially obscure the signal). The second
row fixes system size N = 14 and instead varies the pro-
jected fraction f . The short distance exponential decay
of the quasi-LIOM is observed to be independent of f ,
but the ‘global background’ is controlled by f , and is set
simply by the global dressing of the projected non-time
averaged operator (which scales as ∼ f at small f , see
Fig. 2). The final row shows data with fixed N = 14 and
f = 1/8 but varies the disorder strength h. Exponential
decay of the overlaps, corresponding to (quasi)LIOMs, is
observed only for strong enough disorder. For weak dis-
order h = 1, when the set of eigenstates we work with
includes delocalized states, there is no exponential decay
of the overlaps i.e. the integrals of motion obtained from
the time averaging procedure are fully global quantities.
The main message of Fig. 4 is that as long as the states
we have access to are all localized, the time averaging
to produce integrals of motion does not introduce any
additional non-locality besides that already introduced
by the projection onto a portion of Hilbert space. In
contrast, at weak disorder the time averaging produces
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FIG. 5. The dependence on system size of the global back-
ground on a single site, for (a) the case where the number of
states projected out is held constant, so f vanishes exponen-
tially in the thermodynamic limit (semi-log plot) and (b) the
case where f is independent of system size (log-log plot). In
(a) the background decays exponentially with N , while in (b)
it decays as 1/N . Data was taken for h = 8, NA = 1 and 40
disorder realizations.
completely non-local integrals of motion.
We note that when the thermodynamic limit is taken
at fixed NA and f , then the weight of all operators out-
side of NA is independent of both NA and N (Fig. 2),
so the level of the ‘background’ on each site should be
≈ 1/N , as can be seen in Fig. 5(b). Therefore if we
could access very large sizes, the background would less
of a problem. The use of NA > 1 in this section can
be thought of as a trick which lowers the background at
small sizes, allowing the exponential decay of Mij to be
observed.
Thus, we conclude that a set of localized states which
is a proper subset of the energy spectrum is sufficient
for emergent local integrability, at least in a ‘Fermi liq-
uid’ like sense where the integrals of motion have non-
zero weight in a compact region of space. In particular,
when one starts with an FMBL system and projects out
a vanishing fraction of the states (i.e. when the num-
ber of states projected out grows more slowly than dN
in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞), one can still con-
struct using the remaining localized states an extensive
number of truly local integrals of motion. On the other
hand, when the fraction of states projected out is held
constant as the thermodynamic limit is taken then one
obtains quasi-LIOMs whose weight decays exponentially
as a function of distance at short distances, before sat-
urating to a non-zero background value, with the total
weight in the background being ∼ f .
Alternative algorithms for constructing LIOMs also ex-
ist, such as the celebrated algorithm of Pekker and Clarke
for constructing lbits (LIOMs which are related to the
original degrees of freedom by a local unitary transfor-
mation), see Ref.[49]. We have attempted this method
for our projected problem. A crucial step in the algo-
rithm involves matching the eigenstates to configurations
of lbits. Since we have an incomplete set of eigenstates
this matching induces a non-local component to each lbit
(making them quasi local bits). We have found that this
non-local component is large enough to prevent us from
6doing similar analysis to that done above for quasi local
integrals of motion.
IV. DISCUSSION
We now discuss some implications of our results. One
implication is for the longstanding problem of whether
in the strong disorder regime truly all the eigenstates of
Eq.1 are localized or only almost all, with a vanishing
fraction of the states in the thermodynamic limit being
delocalized (see e.g. the discussion in [31]). In light of
our results, we can say that this distinction is unimpor-
tant for the dynamics, since a vanishing fraction of non-
localized states can always be projected out, and one can
still construct an extensive number of strictly local inte-
grals of motion from the remaining localized states [50].
Our results also apply directly to some settings where
projected Hilbert spaces naturally arise. One example is
situations where one is interested only in a low energy
subspace e.g. studies of the strong coupling limit of the
disordered Hubbard model where one forbids double oc-
cupancy (Gutzwiller projection). Our results imply that
in the low energy subspaces obtained thereby one can still
have emergent local integrability, at least in the sense of
an extensive number of quasi-LIOMs [51]. As such, they
may have applications to strongly correlated materials.
Our results also have implications for systems where
a finite fraction of the spectrum is delocalized, and sep-
arated from the localized states by many body mobility
edges. Such mobility edges generically arise in perturba-
tive and numerical analyses at intermediate disorder (see
however the arguments of Ref.[47], which are discussed at
length in Appendix B). However, it is at present unclear
whether the notion of emergent integrability, so funda-
mental to our understanding of the FMBL regime, ap-
plies when many body mobility edges are present. An
application of our results implies that a version of emer-
gent integrability should continue to hold in this regime,
since one could simply project out the delocalized states
and obtain quasi-LIOM’s from the remaining localized
states. The quasi-LIOM’s would however have a ‘global
dressing’ that would contain at least a fraction f of the
weight of the operator, where f is lower bounded by the
fraction of states that is delocalized. Thus, as more and
more of the spectrum becomes delocalized, the quasi-
LIOM’s obtained from our procedure have ever smaller
‘local residue,’ and cease to be local in any sense when
almost all of the states are delocalized.
A more careful discussion of the implications of our
result for the problem with mobility edges requires a dis-
cussion of the minimal requirements for emergent inte-
grability in the presence of mobility edges. The origi-
nal l-bit ansatz [38, 39] holds that in the FMBL phase,
when all eigenstates are localized, the Hamiltonian can
be rewritten in terms of operators τzi and takes the form
H = h˜iτ
z
i +Kijτ
z
i τ
z
j + Λijkτ
z
i τ
z
j τ
z
k + ... (7)
where repeated indices are summed over. The operators
τz are related to the physical bits (pbits) σ by a local
unitary transformation with exponential tails, and the
coefficients (Kij ,Λijk, ...) fall off exponentially with dis-
tance between the furthest apart operators. Further, the
Hamiltonian contains only τz operators, such that ev-
ery τzi commutes with the Hamiltonian and is localized
in real space. Clearly in a model with mobility edges,
the Hamiltonian cannot be rewritten in the form Eq.7
because an l-bit Hamiltonian of this form corresponds to
localized dynamics at every energy, whereas the existence
of mobility edges implies that the dynamics is localized
in certain energy windows, but delocalized in other en-
ergy windows. What might this mean at the operator
level? One possibility is that there might exist an ex-
tensive number of localized operators Oˆi which do not
necessarily commute with the Hamiltonian, but which
satisfy
Pˆl[Oˆi, H]Pˆl = 0 (8)
where Pˆl is the projector onto the space of localized
states. This implies an extensive number of local inte-
grals of motion when the system is prepared in the lo-
calized subspace, and is sufficient for local integrability
in the regime with mobility edges. Our work, however,
imposed a stronger condition, asking for (quasi)local op-
erators Oˆi which act only within the localized subspace
and which additionally commute with the Hamiltonian.
Can we get more local integrals of motion if we relax our
condition to (8), allowing the operator to act within the
space that we had projected out and demanding only
that the projected commutator with the Hamiltonian
vanishes?
A general operator Oˆ may be decomposed as Oˆ =
OA ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ OB + OAB , where OA has non-trivial ma-
trix elements only within energy window A, OB has non-
trivial matrix elements only within energy window B,
and OAB has non-trivial matrix elements between the
two energy windows. Since the Hamiltonian is diago-
nal in the energy basis, (8) essentially amounts to the
condition [OA, H] = 0 i.e. there are no constraints on
OB and OAB . Our procedure sets OB and OAB to zero,
and finds OA by time averaging. This procedure yields
a quasi-LIOM with a global dressing. Could this global
dressing be reduced or even eliminated by ‘adding in’ a
suitable OB and OAB , which are not constrained to com-
mute with the Hamiltonian, but are simply chosen to
make the integral of motion as local as possible?
In this work, the original Hamiltonian was fully MBL,
and therefore we can certainly find completely local-
ized operators satisfying (8) - these are simply the lbits
which commute with the Hamiltonian even before pro-
jection. If the energy window B contained delocalized
states, we could instead perform some kind of optimiza-
tion to find the best OB and OAB . If the region of
Hilbert space spanned by the energy window B were
the same as that spanned by the same energy window
in the FMBL case, then one can find the same OB and
7OAB , leading to perfectly local lbits (which commute
with the Hamiltonian only after projection on energy
window A). However when the states in energy win-
dow B go through a localization-delocalization transi-
tion, the region of Hilbert space spanned by these states
may change (this certainly happens when B contains a
single eigenstate), so that we may no longer be able to
precisely cancel the ‘global background.’ How good a job
one can do of canceling the global background in systems
with mobility edges remains an interesting open problem.
Another subtlety that must be noted is that if the region
of Hilbert space spanned by B changes, so does the re-
gion of Hilbert space spanned by A i.e. the existence of
delocalized states somewhere in the spectrum changes at
least to some extent the structure of localized states else-
where in the spectrum [52]. While we believe this effect
should be modest at least when f is small, to what extent
it complicates application of our results to the problem
with mobility edges is an interesting question for future
work [53].
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Appendix A: Quasi Local Integrals of Motion when
the middle of the spectrum is projected out
In the main text we chose to project out the highest en-
ergy eigenstates, as opposed to states in the middle of the
band, which would be better motivated in the context of
mobility edges. This is mainly because projecting out the
‘top states’ leads to less severe finite size effects. Since we
are starting from a fully many-body localized regime, it
should not matter which states we project out. However,
at the finite system sizes that we study we devoted a fair
amount of effort to reducing the non-local ‘background’
that came from projecting into only a finite fraction of
the Hilbert space. To reduce this background, we want
to maximize λ, which is the overlap between a projected
operator, and all the unprojected operators in a region
NA. In the thermodynamic limit λ is equal to 1− f , the
fraction of states remaining in the Hilbert space. But at
small sizes, we found that λ was significantly enhanced
for NA > 1 (see Fig. 2). The enhancement is a non-
universal, finite-size effect, which we find very useful. In
Fig. 6, we show the equivalent of Fig. 2 for the situation
where the middle of the energy spectrum is projected out,
instead of the end. We see that λ is reduced at NA > 1.
This in turn raises the background, as can be seen in
Fig. 7. This larger background makes the exponential
decay of Mij harder to see. Therefore, although we don’t
believe that the choice of energy window to project out
changes any of the physics, in the main text we have
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FIG. 6. The equivalent of Fig. 2, but for a system where the
middle states have been projected out instead of states at the
upper end of the energy spectrum. The qualitative physics is
the same: increasing NA increases λ at finite sizes, with this
effect vanishing the thermodynamic limit. But the size of this
effect is is much smaller, which makes it harder to extract the
relevant physics from the background.
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FIG. 7. The equivalent of Fig. 4, but for a system where the
middle states have been projected out instead of states at the
upper end of the energy spectrum. At finite sizes this choice
raises the background, making the exponential decay more
difficult to see.
projected out a window of states at the ‘top’ of the many
body spectrum.
Appendix B: On the existence of mobility edges
It has recently been claimed [47] that many body mo-
bility edges may not exist. It is argued in [47] that the
8perturbative calculations showing mobility edges [21, 22]
miss certain effects that destroy mobility edges, and the
numerical investigations showing mobility edges all miss
these self-same effects due to finite size limitations. In-
stead it is claimed that localization is an ‘all or noth-
ing’ phenomenon in the thermodynamic limit - either
all states are localized, or all states are delocalized.
However, the arguments in [47], while fascinating and
provocative, in our view leave open several loopholes (dis-
cussed below) which allow for the existence of many body
mobility edges.
Let us begin by reviewing the argument from Ref.[47].
It is argued that the existence of a many body mobility
edge implies an obstruction to the construction of a per-
turbative locator expansion for the eigenstates. This is
because rare regions (aka bubbles) where a perturbative
locator expansion undergoes local resonant breakdown
because the local energy density is on the delocalized side
of the mobility edge, can move around at high orders in
perturbation theory, such that the eigenstates necessarily
contain a percolating network of resonances. This then
is argued to be inconsistent with localization.
This argument can be critiqued on two levels. Firstly,
the percolation of resonances implies breakdown of per-
turbation theory, but does not imply delocalization of the
eigenstates. For example, a non-interacting localization
problem on a two dimensional lattice with binary disor-
der has percolating networks of resonances that formally
‘break’ a naive locator expansion, but the eigenstates are
nonetheless still localized. (we would like to thank John
Imbrie for providing this example). This possibility was
considered in [47] and was asserted to not be a real prob-
lem, but in our view this is a potential loophole in the
argument. Secondly, even if the eigenstates are delocal-
ized, this does not necessarily mean that the dynamics
are delocalized [41–43]. Indeed localization in the dynam-
ics is far more robust than localization of eigenstates, as
has been discussed in Ref.[41, 42] and most recently and
eloquently in [43]. The argument for delocalized dynam-
ics is founded on a mental model whereby the bubbles
transport energy, violating the central prediction that
the localized phase should be a thermal insulator. How-
ever, the leap to such a ‘transport’ picture assumes that
the ‘bubbles,’ which were regions where the local energy
density was on the delocalized side of the mobility edge,
could be treated as semiclassical objects. This may be an
oversimplifiication given that these ‘bubbles’ are embed-
ded in a localized environment, which does not decohere
the bubbles, which would appear to be a necessary con-
dition for such a semiclassical picture to obtain.
For all of the above reasons, we believe the arguments
in Ref.[47], while fascinating and provocative, do not rule
out mobility edges. We therefore take the existence of
many body mobility edges as a working hypothesis, sup-
ported by a vast array of perturbative and numerical re-
sults. It of course remains possible that the loopholes
identified above could be closed. Even in that scenario
however, apparent mobility edges would continue to arise
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FIG. 8. The same data as the bottow row in Fig. 2, but
plotted against 1/N . We see that λ does not decay to zero in
the thermodynamic limit, and in fact seems to be consistent
with the value (1− f) in the thermodynamic limit, indicated
by the stars on the y axis
in finite size systems, for which our analysis would remain
important.
Appendix C: Additional Numerical Data
In this section we provide some additional numerical
results which further support some of the conclusions
drawn in the main text.
In Fig. 8 we show data equivalent to the bottom row
of Fig. 2, but plotted in a different way: we plot 1/N vs.
λ on linear axes. The purpose of this plot is to further
justify that in the thermodynamic limit λ is finite, and
therefore our operators are quasi-local as defined in the
main text.
In Fig. 9 we show the data in Fig. 3, but we do not
rescale the x-axis by the ‘chord distance’ This results in a
flattening of the curves at large x because of the periodic
boundary conditions. Though this makes the exponential
decay more difficult to see, in the range 2− 6 we still see
approximately a straight line (similar to the results in
Ref. 46) and therefore we conclude that the exponential
decay is not an artifact of the ‘chord distance’ rescaling.
In Fig. 10 we show the ‘background operator’ of
Eq. (6), but without the averaging over j. Such an oper-
ator would be a delta function in the limit f → 0, we see
instead that it is close to 1 when i = j and small and uni-
form otherwise. The uniformity at values i 6= j justifies
the averaging over j which we performed in Eq. (6).
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